“SoftNeuro®” is one of the world’s fastest deep learning inference engines, which operates in RZ family environments, utilizing learning results that are obtained through major deep learning frameworks.

**Features/Benefits**

- Accelerate inference processing (Reduce model calculation without changing results)
- Multiple frameworks support (TensorFlow, ONNX, Keras etc.)
- Multi-Purpose (Image and voice recognition, text analysis etc.)
- Secure (Supports model encryption)

**Target Markets and Applications**

SoftNeuro® can be used with a variety of devices that use deep learning inference

- Security camera
- Smart City
- Visual inspection
- Factory automation
- Smartphone
- Automatic driving / Mobility
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Research and product development for AI (artificial intelligence) and image processing technologies. Expand software business globally for smartphone, semiconductor, automotive, and IoT markets.

https://www.morphoinc.com/en